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Abstract

We devised a method for the reliable electrical testing of nanoscale wire arrays using conducting
probe atomic force microscopy (AFM) in ambient conditions. A key requirement of this
approach is the formation of highly reproducible electrical contacts between the conductive
tip and the sample. We discuss the basic mechanical and electrical criteria of nanocontacts
and derive a force-controlled protocol for the formation of low-Ohmic contacts. Tips sputter-
coated with platinum provided the mechanical stability for both tapping-mode imaging and
the formation of low-Ohmic contacts on gold samples. Nanostructures on the sample were
identi�ed by topographic imaging and subsequently probed using the AFM tip as a mobile
electrode. We measured resistivities in arrays of nanowires or local potentials of wires within
electrical circuits, and detected electrical failures, thermal gradients, and small geometrical
variations. The ability of this instrument to address electrical characteristics with high spatial
resolution makes it a powerful tool for lithography developments and on-chip monitoring of
nanoscale circuits.



I. INTRODUCTION

With the characteristic dimensions of microelectronic circuits approaching the nanoscale,
new tools are needed to test and characterize their elements. In semiconductor manufacturing,
electrical probing is done on specialized test structures only that are equipped with micron-
sized contact pads. Clever application of electrical metrology can yield useful data concerning
linewidth variations, defects, or overlay accuracy of lithography processes. Probing on actual
devices is not possible because the circuits would be damaged by a macroscopic probe tip.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is useful for visual inspection and noninvasive testing
of electrical insulation (>1011
) of microelectronic structures [1], but it cannot determine
conductivity and topographic pro�les accurately on intact chips. Scanning probe microscopes
image surfaces in a nondestructive manner by scanning a sharp tip over the surface with
subnanometer precision using piezoelectric actuators. Scanning tunneling microscopy can test
topographical and electronic properties only on fully conductive surfaces, whereas atomic force
microscopy (AFM) [2] provides topographic images of arbitrary samples having conductive or
insulating regions. Electrical information on the sample can be obtained with conductive AFM
tips. Standard AFM probes microfabricated of Si or SiN are poorly conductive even when
they are highly doped. Coatings of metals or boron-doped diamond [3] provide improved
conductivity. Noncontact schemes are preferable for electrical measurements to avoid the
destructive mechanical stresses involved with contact-mode scanning: In electrostatic force
microscopy [4] or Kelvin probe microscopy [5] the tip oscillates a few nanometers above the
surface to sense Coulomb forces or surface potentials with millivolt accuracy and a lateral
resolution as good as 100 nm [6]. Another method is scanning capacitance microscopy, where
the tip is oscillated in tapping mode and the variation of tip{sample capacitance is related to
dopant pro�les [7,8] or buried metal structures [9]. In a similar way, applied microwave �elds
between tip and substrate can be used to detect electronic properties of the substrate [10,11].

The most direct approach for electrical characterization is to use a conductive tip to estab-
lish an electrical contact at various positions on the sample. Tips used for this task have to
be mechanically robust to survive the forces applied when scanning and the additional forces
to form an electrical contact by penetrating or displacing contaminant and passivation layers.
These may be present on tip and sample at ambient conditions. Tips should also be chemi-
cally inert to avoid passivation by oxidation or electrochemically induced reactions that could
interfere with their conductivity. In addition they should be sharp enough to provide a good
resolution of scan images. Silicon tips oxidize in air and have high contact resistances [12,13].
High conductivity was reported for coatings of Au, Ag, or Pt with contact resistances on a
gold sample down to 30 
, but these tips are susceptible to wear [13,14]. Coatings of boron-
doped diamond provide excellent mechanical stability and promising electrical properties, but
contamination of the tip can compromise its conductivity [12,14]. Conductive diamond tips
have been used successfully for AFM applications such as high-resolution scanning resistance
pro�ling on the nanoscale [15,16], local electrical characterization of semiconducting �lms [17]
or organic crystals [18], and potential measurements on semiconductor devices [19] or gold
nanowires [20]. Gold-coated tips have been used to probe conduction in percolating nanocom-
posites [21]. Semiconductor quantum dots were studied using tips coated with Pd or a Au:Pd
alloy [22]. Pt-coated tips were used to investigate changes in conductivity through Langmuir{
Blodgett �lms [23].

All of the above systems operated on highly resistive samples or with large resistors in series
with the tip. The diÆculties of forming reproducible tip{sample contacts have so far foiled
convincing applications of conducting AFM in the regime below 1 k
. This regime must be
entered to characterize metallic interconnects of submicron dimensions where the conductivity
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can no longer be obtained from bulk parameters. The resistivity typically increases due to
enhanced scattering at surfaces or grain boundaries. When the structures are larger than
�10 nm, quantum e�ects are not evident at room temperature, but the granular structure
of a metal �lm makes a theoretical prediction of conductivity diÆcult and complex [24,25].
Measurements are needed to determine the e�ective resistivities.

In this article we demonstrate electrical metrology on gold nanostructures. We discuss
the mechanical and electrical properties of metallic tip{sample contacts and introduce tips
and protocols for reliable electrical probing using the force and position control of an AFM.
The regime we addressed was that of contacts with a radius of �10 nm, large enough to rule
out quantum e�ects and to achieve good and reliable conductance for accurate conductivity
and potential probing, but small enough to provide suÆcient spatial resolution to resolve
50-nm-wide wires.

II. THEORY: NANOCONTACTS

Establishing an electrical contact between a probe tip and a metal surface is common in var-
ious types of electrical testing. The resistance of a macroscopic constriction in a homogeneous
conductor can be described classically by the Maxwell formula

RMaxwell =
�

2a
; (1)

assuming a symmetrical case with constant resistivity � and a radius of the contact area a.
This formula is valid for the di�usive limit, when a is large compared to the mean free path of
electrons. When contact zones are reduced to a few atoms, electron transport is ballistic and
the conductivity is described by the Landauer{B�uttiker formalism in terms of the transmission
of conductance channels through the junction [26]. The number of conductance channels is
proportional to the area of contact in scales of the Fermi wavelength. Transmission coeÆcients
are close to unity when no scattering sites such as impurities or grain boundaries are involved
at the constriction. Quantized conductance can be observed for small contacts when only a few
channels are involved. When the contact radius a is large compared to the Fermi wavelength
�F, as is the case in our experiments, the resistance converges to the Sharvin formula [27{29]

RSharvin =
h

2e2
�2F
�2a2

: (2)

This formula holds for a nanoscale constriction of homogeneous material. In a real contact
between a tip and a surface of di�erent materials the transmission coeÆcients may be reduced
owing to interface scattering. The material with the greater Fermi wavelength provides fewer
conductance channels and thus constitutes the bottleneck of the ballistic transmission.

The contact area between an elastic tip and a at sample depends on the shape of the
tip and the applied load. The mechanics of an elastic contact of a sphere on a surface were
modeled �rst by Hertz [30],

aHertz =
�
3Pr

4E�

� 1

3

; (3)

where aHertz is the radius of contact, P the applied load, r the tip radius, and E� =h
1��1
E1

+ 1��2
E2

i
�1

the e�ective elastic modulus combined from Young's moduli E1; E2 and Pois-
son's numbers �1; �2 of tip and surface materials, respectively. On a curved substrate, r is
replaced by an e�ective radius
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re� =
rtiprsurface

(rtip + rsurface)
; (4)

where rtip is the tip radius and rsurface is the radius of curvature of the substrate surface. When
the contact area is smaller than the grain size of the substrate, the surface roughness should
be taken into account by the local radius of curvature of the grains.

More detailed models also take adhesive interactions into account, which is particularly im-
portant for small geometries and moderate loads. The approximation suggested by Derjaguin,
Muller and Toporov (DMT) [31] adds the adhesive force to the applied load of the Hertzian
model

aDMT =

 
3(P + 2�wr)r

4E�

! 1

3

; (5)

where w is the work of adhesion. A model introduced by Johnson et al. (JKR model) [32]
considers speci�c stress and deformations due to adhesive forces inside the contact zone that
further increase the radius of contact. More re�ned theories were introduced by Maugis [33],
and Greenwood and Johnson [34]. Experiments carried out with AFM tips in ultrahigh vacuum
agreed well with the model by Maugis [35,36]. But at ambient conditions, contaminants on
surfaces like gold tend to reduce adhesive interactions at the perimeter of the contact zone.
In the limit, monolayers of alkanethiols on gold can reduce the adhesion so far that the Hertz
model is the best �t [37]. For our experiments in ambient conditions we favored the DMT
model, because the e�ect of adhesion is lower than that of the Maugis and JKR models, and
it provides simple analytical expressions for our calculations.

Even at low loads, contact pressures of small spherical tips can exceed the yield strength
Y of the materials involved. Following Ref. [38], the maximum contact pressure p0 can be
expressed by a ratio of the contact radius a to the tip radius:

p0 =
2E�a

�r
(6)

The onset of plastic yield occurs at p0 = 1:6 Y . Assuming typical bulk values for the material
constants and using the DMT expression, Eq. (5), for the contact radius, electrical probing on a
metal with a submicron-sized tip would always cause plastic deformations. At the nanoscale,
however, the generation and motion of dislocations require relatively higher stresses. This
e�ect improves the yield strength of small structures or nanocrystalline materials by more
than one order of magnitude compared to bulk materials. For metals with grain sizes down to
d � 10 nm, hardness typically follows the Hall{Petch relation and increases proportional to
�d�1=2 [39]. Consequently, nano-indentation experiments on metal surfaces [40] and nanoscale
contact experiments with metal tips on gold surfaces show increased yield strengths for both
tips and surfaces [41{44].

III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Instrumentation

In the conducting AFM setup we used a commercial scan head featuring optical detec-
tion of the deection of the cantilever (Dimension 3000, Digital Instruments, CA). Electrical
contact to the probe tip was established by the metal clamp of a standard tip holder. The
only modi�cations to the tip holders were a wire providing ground connection to the (I{V)
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converter and a 10-
 resistor used to divide the voltage for conductivity probing. The scan
head was mounted on a motorized translation stage for vertical positioning. The sample was
scanned using an x-y scan stage with capacitive feedback (P731.20, Physik Instrumente, Ger-
many) allowing hysteresis{free absolute positioning with nanometer accuracy. This scanner
was mounted on motorized translation stages for lateral coarse displacement of the sample.
The entire setup was protected by an aluminum box and placed on a vibration isolation table.
The system was connected to a control system based on a digital signal processor (DSP), an
analog interface (East Coast Scienti�c, UK), and a software that allowed the exible control
of scanning probe experiments (Topo, IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, Switzerland). Out-
put voltages of the analog interface and the frequency generator were divided by resistors
to appropriate values before being applied to tip or sample. Currents were measured using
home-built I{V converters.

B. Electrical Probing

For conductivity probing experiments, Fig. 1a, the AFM tip acted as a mobile electrode
to apply the input voltage (V ) to the nanowire sample. An I{V converter connected to the
sample measured the current. The I{V converter had an ampli�cation factor of 107 V/A, a
bandwidth of 200 Hz, and a noise level of 4 nArms.

FIG. 1. Measurement schemes for testing nanowires with a conducting AFM cantilever as a mobile

probe electrode: (a) Conductivity probing: Comb-like wire array with a common electrode and the

AFM tip as the second electrode. The current I measured by this two-point probing is proportional

to the lateral conductivity G(x; y) between tip and sample electrode. (b) Potential probing: Array

of wires in a closed electrical circuit. A small amount of current I that is proportional to the local

potential �(x; y) is picked up by the AFM tip, which thus acts as a potential probe.
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In potential probing measurements, Fig. 1b, an array of nanowires was connected to a
voltage source by a 10-k
 series resistor. The local potential on the nanowires was probed
with the AFM tip connected to ground via a 1-M
 resistor and an I{V converter with a
conversion ratio of 109 V/A, a bandwidth of 10 kHz, and an rms noise of 15 pA for 1 kHz
bandwidth. A lock-in technique was used to remove o�set voltages and currents.

Prior to electrical probing, a topographic image of the sample region of interest was recorded
operating the AFM in tapping mode (oscillation amplitude <50 nmpk�pk), thus avoiding lat-
eral forces between tip and substrate [13]. The intermittent contact between tip and substrate,
however, was too short to acquire the electrical information simultaneously. Electrical experi-
ments were carried out on individual spots of the sample or as a sequence of data points along
a line de�ned using the topographic image as a map. The tip{sample distance was controlled
by the feedback loop in tapping mode before and after individual I{V measurements. To form
an electrical contact, the tip holder was displaced toward the sample by a de�ned distance
(�40 nm), and the contact force was determined from the deection of the cantilever. The
motion of the oscillation excitation piezo (typically <0.5 nmpk�pk having a Q factor of >100)
did not disturb the measurement. A suitable probing force (�500 nN) was identi�ed prior to
recording electrical data by I{V measurements or potential probing.

C. Test Surfaces

The gold �lm sample was made by evaporating 1 nm of Ti (99.99%, Johnson Mattey) and
300 nm of Au 99.999%, Goodfellow) onto a silicon wafer using an Edwards FL400 electron-
beam (e-beam) evaporator operating at a base pressure of 10�7 mbar at an evaporation rate
of 0.25 nm s�1. The gold surface had an rms roughness of 1.8 nm, determined by AFM
measurements with sharp tips. The grains had a diameter of about 50 nm, and the local
radius of curvature varied between 100 and 300 nm. Prior to experiments the sample was
sonicated in ethanol (puriss. p.a., Fluka) for 3 min and dried under a stream of nitrogen. The
resistance of the gold �lm including all leads between the sample and the I{V converter was
below 1 
.

D. Nanowire Samples

Nanowire samples were made by two lithographic layers on silicon chips coated with 80 nm
of silicon oxide. Large-scale contact pads and interconnects were created by optical lithography
and lift-o� of 1 nm of Ti and 50 nm of Au. The high-resolution nanowire patterns were added
by e-beam lithography. Therefore, a standard polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) resist layer
of �130 nm was spin-coated on the sample and annealed at 150ÆC. Nanowire patterns were
written on the chips using a JEOL JEM4000EX transmission electron microscope modi�ed for
e-beam lithography with associated scanning attachments [45]. The samples were developed
in a methyl-isobutyl-ketone:isopropanol solution and then rinsed in isopropanol. 1 nm of Cr
and 20 nm of Au were evaporated at room temperature at 5� 10�7 mbar base pressure. The
resist was lifted o� in acetone. The experiments shown in this report were carried out on a
single chip with the nanowires fabricated with the same design.

The width of the wires was measured by AFM using tips classi�ed with a radius of 2 to 5
nm (SuperSharpSiliconTM tips, Nanosensors, Germany). The cross sections of the wires were
not rectangular but rounded with a radius equal to the wire thickness. The bottom width
(reduced by the estimated tip diameter) was 67�5 nm, the width at half the height (FWHM)
was 49� 5 nm, and the errors are standard deviations including both variations of the sample
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and the uncertainty of the tip radius. We calculated a wire cross-section area of 1:2 � 10�15

m2, using a half circle with the radius corresponding to the gold thickness for the two edges
plus a 27-nm-wide rectangular central part. Using the SEM we measured a width of 51�5 nm,
which corresponds to the FWHM value. Inspection of the sample by SEM caused an insulating
layer to develop on the surface, which interfered with probing experiments. Oxygen-plasma
treatment partially removed this layer so that the conducting AFM tip could penetrate it.

E. Platinum-coated Tips

Commercially available silicon cantilevers (Pointprobe, Nanosensors, Germany) with force
constants of �40 N/m and resonance frequencies of �300 kHz were dc sputter-coated using
a Magnetron Sputter Instrument (LA440, von Ardenne, Germany) in 12 �bar of argon at a
distance of 5 cm between target and substrate. First, 10 nm Ti was deposited at a power of
200 W, immediately followed by 180 nm Pt (99.9%, SenVac, Germany) sputtered at 100 W at
a rate of 0.75 nm/s. The resistance of the deposited metal �lm was 0.8 
=2, which led to a
resistance of the platinum �lm 4{5 
 between the clamp contact of the cantilever holder and
the tip.

Inspection of tips by SEM prior to conducting AFM experiments was not possible because
of a deposited contamination layer. Several tips were sputtered in a batch and some of them
were characterized by SEM, see Fig. 2a. The coating enlarged the tip radius from initially
�10 nm to 50{70 nm. The layer deposited on the backside of the cantilever had a thickness
of �70 nm.

The force constant k of platinum-coated cantilever beams was calibrated using the formula
k = m�!2. The e�ective mass m� = 0:24(mbeam + mcoating) + mtip was calculated from the
geometric dimensions of lever and coating, and the resonance frequency ! was measured in
the AFM setup. The platinum coating increased the force constant by about 25%. The error
in determining the force constant was estimated to be of the order of 25%.

Sputtered platinum coatings were mechanically stable for tapping-mode imaging and wire
testing as opposed to e-beam evaporated �lms of Pt or Au of similar thickness, also including
an adhesion layer of Ti. The evaporations were carried out at a base pressure of 10�7 mbar
with evaporation rates between 0.1 and 0.5 nm/s.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial attempts to acquire both topographic and current information on partially conduc-
tive surfaces using contact-mode scans caused rapid wear of conductive coatings on tips. It
was impossible to maintain an electrical contact during the lateral displacement in a high-
resolution AFM scan when metallized tips were used. Diamond-coated tips (Nanosensors,
Germany) could withstand the scanning forces in the regime necessary for electrical contact
but did not form a reproducible low-Ohmic contact on polycrystalline gold surfaces: The con-
tact resistance of these tips on gold samples was of the order of 10 k
 and varied by about
�50%. We attributed these instabilities to nanoscale geometric variations in the contact zone
between the diamond grain and the gold surface induced by the topography of the sample.
Alternatively, we tested metal-coated silicon tips in both tapping-mode imaging and electrical
probing. Evaporated coatings of Au or Pt (including Ti as an adhesion layer) were damaged
within a few probing approaches. Tips sputter-coated with platinum, however, (Fig. 2) had
suÆciently long lifetimes for our experiments. Locations of interest were identi�ed in a topo-
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FIG. 2. Tip characterization. (a) Scanning electron microscope image of an AFM tip sput-

ter-coated with platinum; the tip radius is �70 nm. (b) Average of 16 current vs. force experiments

(bold line) using a platinum tip on a gold sample with a voltage of �50 �V applied to the tip.

The standard deviation of the measurements is indicated by dotted lines. The dashed line shows a

single nonaveraged experiment. (c) Current vs. voltage plot at a force of 600 nN resulting in a total

resistance of R = 26 
.

graphic tapping-mode scan to perform selective tip approaches to a series of spots where we
took electrical measurements.
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A. Reversible Formation of Electrical Contacts

The formation of electrical contact between a gold sample and platinum-coated tips was
characterized by recording the current in a series of tip{sample approaches at various positions
of the sample. The results are given in the current{force plots of Fig. 2b. The dashed line
shows the current during a single non-averaged approach. A steep increase of conductivity was
observed above a threshold force of 80 nN, which then leveled o� above 300 nN. The threshold
force for the onset of conduction was variable (between �80 nN and +100 nN), whereas the
current at higher forces was more reproducible. For low forces, the resulting average curve
(solid line) showed an increasing current with large standard deviation (dotted lines) caused
mainly by the variable onset of conduction. This variation reects the instability during tip{
sample approach when the tip snaps into contact with the sample, in addition to variations
induced by the local topography and a non-uniform layer of contaminants. At higher forces the
current adopted a reproducible behavior as seen from the narrowing bandwidth of the standard
deviation curves. In this regime the current increased only slowly with increasing force. The
behavior here is consistent with the mechanical and electrical models for a nanocontact, but
the reproducible part of the curve is too short to con�rm the models. Figure 2b indicated that
forces of between 500 and 600 nN were suitable for the formation of good electrical contacts.
At these contact forces, I{V measurements showed a linear behavior reecting the Ohmic
characteristic of a metallic contact with a slope corresponding to 27 
 (Fig. 2c). Resistances
at di�erent positions on the sample were reproducible to within a standard deviation of 1

. After subtracting the resistance inherent to the setup we obtained a resistance of the tip-
sample contact of Rcontact � 11 
. This value was compared with the tip{sample resistance
expected from theory.

The following parameters were used: Elastic constants for gold (Young's modulus EAu = 78
GPa, Poisson number �Au = 0:42) and platinum (EPt = 170 GPa, �Pt = 0:39), work of adhesion
between platinum and gold of w = 4 Jm�2 [46], radius of the tip (70 nm), and the surface
roughness (rsubstrate = 200 � 100 nm). For a force of 600 nN we calculated the radius of the
contact area to be aDMT = 10 nm. The contact radius determines the limit of spatial resolution.
For the Maxwell formula we used the arithmetic mean of the speci�c resistivities of gold and
platinum (�Au = 2:2 �
 cm and �Pt = 10:7 �
 cm) and obtained a contact resistance of 3.1

. Platinum has a larger Fermi wavelength (�F;Pt = 0:59 nm) than gold and thus dominates
the ballistic resistance, Eq. (2), of 4.1 
. For contacts of 10 nm radius both the ballistic point
of view and the di�usive aspect of electronic transport are relevant, so we assume that the
combination of both models should lead to a resistance in between the single values given by
the models and their sum of �7 
. The measured contact resistance (11 
) is of the same
order of magnitude. The discrepancy is not surprising for several reasons: One cannot expect
a perfect transmission of the conduction channels as assumed in the Sharvin formula because
additional scattering at the interface of the contact between gold and platinum may increase
the resistance. We used bulk values for the resistivities in the Maxwell formula although the
resistivities are typically higher in thin metal �lms. Furthermore, we have no direct control
over the radius of contact and, in that context also, the e�ect of surface contaminants is
diÆcult to evaluate. We suggest that contaminants are driven out of the contact zone, but
they may lower the work of adhesion at the perimeter of the contact zone and thus reduce the
radius of contact.

At forces up to �600 nN we did not observe changes on AFM scans recorded before and
after the electrical experiments, indicating that neither tip nor sample have su�ered noticeable
plastic deformations. At higher forces of �1000 nN we entered the irreversible plastic regime
with the tip leaving indentation wells on the gold surface that were identi�ed on subsequent
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scans.
To get an idea of the mechanical stability of the tip{sample contact we calculated the maxi-

mum contact pressure p0 (right-hand scale of Fig. 3a) or the corresponding critical yield stress
(left-hand scale) depending on the tip radius (bottom axis). Irreversible plastic deformation
occurs when the materials involved are weaker than the indicated critical yield strength. The
calculations are based on Eqs. (4){(6), using the elastic parameters and work of adhesion for
Pt and Au (see above). The solid line indicates the yield strength required for a platinum
tip on a at surface without external forces applied, considering adhesion forces only. The
plot monitors the increasing stress on sharper tips. A rough sample surface with grains equiv-
alent to a radius of curvature of rsurface = 200 nm requires even stronger materials (dashed
line). The dotted horizontal line indicates the pressure of 8.2 GPa corresponding to the above
experiments leading to a good electrical contact. This pressure was suÆciently high for the
tip to penetrate the contamination layer and to establish a metallic contact. The absence of
plastic deformations in the experiments suggests a yield strength of at least 5.2 GPa, which
is one order of magnitude higher than the bulk values of platinum (YPt = 0:30 GPa) and gold
(YAu = 0:27 GPa). The observed stability clearly demonstrates the phenomenon of material
hardening at the nanoscale [39{44], and partially compensates for the increased demands of
small tip radii. Plastic deformations observed for higher pressures (p0 � 8:8 GPa) indicated
that we were operating close to the yield strength of the materials involved.

The dashed line in Fig. 3b shows the radius of the contact zone a (right-hand scale) as a
function of the tip radius at a pressure of p0 = 8:2 GPa, taking into account an average surface
roughness (rsurface = 200 nm). For small tips (<43 nm, dotted vertical line) the adhesion forces
cause higher contact pressures than our reference of 8.2 GPa, hence this pressure is no longer
relevant. In this case we considered it more realistic to keep the externally applied load at zero
than to reduce the pressure by retracting forces. Consequently, we extrapolated the curves
to the left, assuming zero applied load. The diameter of the contact zone corresponds to the
lateral resolution in a probing experiment. Smaller objects increase the contact resistance
because of the reduced contact zone.

The size of the contact zone varies with the local surface curvature on a rough surface,
Eqs. (4) and (5). In the following we considered the sum of Sharvin and Maxwell resistance
as the contact resistance. For our model surface with rsurface ranging from 100 to 300 nm
we calculated the corresponding variation of contact resistance �R. This variation decreases
with increasing tip radius as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3b (left-hand scale). We see
in the �gure that a higher reproducibility of contact resistance is achieved with larger tips.
The calculations con�rmed that the radius of our platinum-coated tips (70 nm) was a good
compromise to achieve good electrical accuracy for resistance measurements (�R = 2:2 
)
and suÆcient spatial resolution (2a = 21 nm).

With the platinum tips on gold we observed an o�set voltage of between 30 and 70 �V.
We attributed this voltage to a thermoelectric e�ect (Seebeck e�ect) caused by a heating of
the cantilever by the laser spot present in typical AFM setups that use optical detection of
cantilever deection. The level of the e�ect varied with di�erent positions of the manually
adjusted laser spot on the cantilever. The value of the thermoelectric force was determined
from I{V measurements, where the applied bias balanced the contact potential at zero current.
We veri�ed the origin of the o�set voltage using diamond-coated tips where the laser-induced
potential was much more pronounced with �500 mV. When the laser was switched o�, the
contact voltage vanished. Assuming bulk values for the thermoelectric power between Au
and Pt of �1.4 �V/ÆC at 40ÆC (interpolated value from [47]), a voltage of 50 �V reects
a temperature di�erence of � 36ÆC between the laser-heated tip{sample contact and the
cold contact of the cantilever chip. The thermocouple formed by the tip and a conducting
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FIG. 3. (a) Minimum yield strength Y (left-hand scale) and the corresponding maximum contact

pressure p0 (right-hand scale) acting between a platinum tip and a gold surface as a function of tip

radius. The solid line shows the pressure and critical yield stress calculated for zero applied load (only

adhesive forces) on a perfectly at surface. The stress at zero load increases when surface roughness

(mean curvature 200 nm) is also considered (dashed line). The dotted horizontal line indicates a

pressure of 8.2 GPa, corresponding to our experimental conditions of electrical contact formation.

For tips with a radius smaller than 43 nm the stress due to adhesion forces exceeds this reference

value. (b) The roughness-induced variation of contact resistance �R (solid line, left-hand scale) on

a gold �lm with the grains having a curvature of 200�100 nm, and the average radius of the contact

zone a (dotted curve, right-hand scale) are shown as a function of the tip radius. For large tips the

applied load corresponds to a maximum contact pressure of 8.2 GPa. For tips with radii smaller than

43 nm (to the left of the dotted vertical line) the curve was calculated with zero externally applied

load.

surface may be useful to probe local variations in heat conductivity and capacity or to analyze
temperature distributions to detect hot spots.

B. Characterization of High-Density Nanowire Arrays

1. Conductivity Probing

The conductivity of gold nanowires was tested corresponding to the scheme in Fig. 1a.
Comb-like arrays of wires on silicon oxide were fabricated by e-beam lithography. The to-
pography image (Fig. 4a) obtained by a tapping-mode AFM scan with a platinum-coated tip
shows the array of gold nanowires (width � thickness � length = 67 nm � 20 nm � 2.8
�m) fabricated by e-beam lithography. The apparent width of the wires in the AFM scan
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was broadened by the dimensions of the probe tip (radius �70 nm). Every second wire is
intentionally decoupled from the common pad to detect shorts between wires (arrows denote
two of the insulating gaps). Conductivity measurements were carried out along the lines in-
dicated in Fig. 4a; resistances were determined from the slopes of the I{V data. The total
resistance consisted of constant contributions of the voltage divider resistor (10 
), the tip{
sample resistance as discussed in the section above, all interconnect wiring on the sample,
and the variable contribution from a wire depending on the position of probing. Figure 4b
shows the total resistance measured with a step size of 41 nm along three parallel lines across
the wire array. The measurement paths deviated 4Æ from an orientation perpendicular to the
wires; this fact is well reected in the slope (see dotted line) within each series in the plot. The
leftmost path in the topography image (squares) was very close to or partially on the common
electrode. The data from the other parallel lines spaced 1 �m (circles) and 2 �m (triangles)
from the �rst path clearly show a higher resistance at the wire positions corresponding to the
increased distance from the electrode. On the common electrode (squares at the lower right)
we �nd a constant total resistance of 65 
 with a standard deviation of 2.6 
, which served as
a reference to evaluate the net wire resistance. In the wire region small clusters of data points
correspond to the 14 electrically contacted wires. In the insulating zones zero conductance
was measured, hence the resistance is in�nite.

Typically, two to four consecutive points were obtained when the wire was crossed with
a step size of 41 nm. Data points corresponding to an edge of a wire sometimes showed
increased resistance, indicating an incomplete contact, and were not considered for averaging
and resistance determination of the nanowires. From the valid data points we determined wire
resistivities. Between the left-hand and the middle sections (squares and circles, see Figs. 4a
and b) we found resistances per unit length of 94� 4 
=�m, whereas between the middle and
the right-hand sections (circles and triangles) the resistivities were higher, 103� 5 
=�m.

The speci�c resistivity �n = RnA=l of the gold wires was determined from the measured
resistivity Rn for a nanowire of length l and a cross-section area A. With A = 1:2 � 10�15m2

(see Section IIID) we obtained �n = 12 �
 cm, a value that is more than �ve times the bulk
resistivity of gold (�Au = 2:2 �
 cm). We suggest that the granular structure and the limited
size of the wires are the reasons for the high resistivity compared to bulk material.

Figure 4c shows the results of a conductivity measurement along a single nanowire. The
linear increase of resistance determined by second-order polynomial regression was 101 � 5

=�m. Although subject to a high uncertainty, the nonlinear term 1:8�1:9 
=�m2 shows the
same tendency of higher resistance towards the end of the wire as the results presented above.
The standard deviation of resistance on the wires (5 
) was roughly two times greater than on
the pad region (2.6 
), probably due to the rougher topography of the wire (see topographic
image), or because of the discontinuous resistivity induced by the granular structure of the
wire.

The increase of resistivity per unit length along the wires can be caused by small changes in
their geometry. A possible origin is the proximity artifact in the e-beam lithography process.
Scattered electrons from the densely exposed region of the pad electrode can contribute to the
exposure of adjacent parts and cause a broadening of the wires in the vicinity of the pads.

Thermal e�ects are another possible reason for changes in resistance. Temperature enhances
the resistivity by 3:9� 10�3K�1. Thus a temperature di�erence of �25ÆC would explain the
above variations. Current-induced heating can be ruled out because I{V characteristics at our
measurement conditions (currents <500 nA) were strictly linear.

Another source of heat was the laser spot on the cantilever. Actually, the temperature of the
contact between the hot tip and the sample depended on the local thermal conductivity and
capacity of the substrate. The thermoelectric force, which is directly related to temperature
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FIG. 4. Conductivity probing. (a) Topographic AFM image of \dual comb" array of gold nanowires

(width � thickness � length = 67 nm � 20 nm � 2.8 �m) on silicon oxide (dark in the grayscale).

The wires appear to be broadened by a \convolution" with the platinum-coated probe tip (radius 70

nm). Every second wire is intentionally disconnected from the common pad (arrows). Conductivity

measurements have been carried out along the sections indicated. (b) Resistance measurements along

line A{B in (a). On each conducting wire a cluster of a few data points was obtained. The drop

of resistance in each series (dotted line) was caused by the nonperpendicular path across the array.

The leftmost path (squares) intersected the pad electrode where the constant resistance served as a

reference. (c) The resistance C{D (squares) was constant on the pad electrode and increased with the

probed length of a single wire. The thermoelectric force, which is proportional to the temperature

of the tip{sample contact (solid line), was also extracted from the I{V data. (d) Probing along a

diagonal line E{F across the sample. The resistivities of the wires in the left-hand and right-hand

arrays were similar, the absolute slopes of the dotted lines are identical. The signi�cantly higher

resistance of �1.4 k
 on the right-hand side of the sample was attributed to an imperfect overlay

alignment of the lithographic layers.

di�erences, was extracted from the I{V data. The thermoelectric force along the wire is shown
by the solid line in Fig. 4c. It is constant on the pad electrode (29 �V) and increases to 33
�V within the �rst 400 nm of the wire. Assuming bulk values for the thermoelectric power
(see above), this di�erence corresponds to a contact temperature on the wire that is about
3ÆC higher than on the pad electrode, which acts as a heat sink in this context. The decrease
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by 1.5 �V (�1ÆC) along the wire could be explained by an accumulation of heat induced by
the measuring sequence, which started at the end of the wire (position B) and moved to the
left (position A). The small temperature di�erences suggest that thermal artifacts have only
a minor inuence on the measured resistances. We suspect that the increase of resistivity
along the wires was thus caused by small geometric variations originating in the lithographic
fabrication process.

The data points in Fig. 4d were measured along a line running diagonally across the sample,
including pads and wires. This experiment provided an overview of the conductance of the
sample region. The wires on both arrays had very similar resistivities, reected in the same
increase of resistance with distance from the corresponding pads. For the pad on the right,
however, we observed a constant o�set resistance of 1.4 k
, which was much higher than the
expected resistance of its interconnects in the wiring layout of this pad (�20 
). We attribute
this o�set to an imperfect overlay of the e-beam-fabricated layer on the optically fabricated
interconnects.

2. Potential Measurements

With a potential probing setup (Fig. 1b) we examined an array of nanowires \operated"
with an ac voltage of 70 mVrms and a 10-k
 series resistor. The total resistance of the wire
sample was �280 
, including all leads. The total current through the array was 6.8 �Arms.
Figure 5a shows a topographic AFM scan of the nanowire array in which the gold structures
appear as light areas in the grayscale image. The 14 wires had a length of 6.3 �m and a pitch
of 400 nm. Two of them were defective and show openings close to the left-hand or right-hand
contact pad, circles marked 1 and 2, respectively. The average current through an intact wire
was 0.57 �Arms. The maximum current picked up by the probe tip was 1.5 nArms.

Figure 5b shows a wire-testing measurement along a line perpendicular to the wires with
simultaneous acquisition of topographic information (solid line) and potential information
(squares). The height pro�le did not have the same accuracy as in ordinary scanning because
of the additional up-and-down motion for contact formation and because no averaging was
implemented for data acquisition of the z position. The large increment between data points
(51 nm) and the convolution of the topography with the tip shape allowed only a rough
estimate of the wire width. The measurement crossed the wires at about the middle of their
length, corresponding to an intermediate potential. Wires with openings marked (1) and (2)
were connected to only one of the contact pads and in fact showed the potential of the left-
hand (1) or the right-hand (2) pad. The accuracy of the potential measurement does not
depend strongly on a good connection between the wires and the tip because of the high
Ohmic resistor in series, and is, therefore, less susceptible to poor contacts. Only on the third
wire counted from position A did the tip seem to have diÆculty establishing contact. There,
only one data point with non-zero current was obtained, but the measured current did not �t
the potentials mentioned above. This defect was not present in the following measurements
so we attributed it to a local contamination.

Along a single wire we followed the potential transition from the left-hand to the right-hand
pad, Fig. 5c. The potential was constant on the pads and dropped linearly along the wire.
Only at a few points close to the right-hand pad did some data points deviate from this trend,
possibly because the surface was contaminated there or the tip missed the wire. The voltage
drop from pad to pad (0.35 mVrms) corresponds to a wire resistivity of 97 
=�m, a value
consistent with the results of conductivity probing.

A probing scan diagonally across the sample, Fig. 5d, manifests the observations of the
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FIG. 5. Potential probing. (a) Topographic AFM scan (using a platinum-coated tip) of a gold wire

array on silicon oxide. The apparent width of the wires (width � thickness � length = 67 nm � 20

nm � 6.3 �m) was broadened by the tip radius of 70 nm. Two defects in the wires are marked with

circles 1 and 2. (b) The potential (squares) was probed on a path A{B perpendicular to the wires.

Intact wires showed an intermediate potential, whereas wires with defects (1) and (2) monitor the

potential of the pads to which they were connected. The topography along section A{B was recorded

simultaneously (solid line). Probing failed on only one wire. (c) The potential at C{D was constant

on the pads and dropped linearly along a single nanowire. (d) Potential (squares) and topography

(solid line) on a diagonal scan E{F across the wire sample.

previous plots. Again, the local potentials (squares) depending on the wire coordinates were
measured with high accuracy, and the valid data points correlate well with the topography
(solid line) of the array. In this plot one can directly see that the potentials of defective wires,
(1) and (2), correspond to the at potentials on the pads.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Electrical testing with today's chip probers is too harmful to address submicron structures
directly and requires special test patterns equipped with micron-sized contact pads. This
restricts testing to a small number of structures in locations foreseen on the design level.
By using mobile, conductive AFM probes, testing of electrical properties against a common
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macroscopic electrode such as ground or supply voltage becomes possible anywhere on the
circuit. Prior to testing, structures are identi�ed in a topographic AFM image using the same
tip, thus allowing alignment with nanometer-level accuracy.

We have addressed the question of optimal tip geometry to achieve reliable electrical and
accurate topographical information in dense nanowire arrays. Our experiments and calcula-
tions show that using a platinum-coated probe tip with a radius of 70 nm can provide low
Ohmic contacts, which allow accurate nondestructive testing of 50-nm features as well as large
metal patterns. On a gold surface, the diameter of the contact neck under load is close to 20
nm, resulting in a contact resistance of the order of 10 
 and a substrate roughness-induced
resistance variation of less than 2 
. The lateral resolution during noncontact scanning of
such a tip is about 5 nm, whereas large aspect ratio features are enlarged by the tip width
and the angle of the tip cone.

In summary we demonstrated localized, nondestructive electrical probing on dense arrays
of wires �60 nm wide and a few microns long: We measured the conductivity of wires with
an accuracy of a few Ohms and obtained statistical information on wire resistances. Potential
probing characterized the voltage drop along wires with an accuracy of a few microvolts. In
addition we detected temperature variations via the thermoelectric e�ect.

Besides the platinum{gold model system, other technologically relevant materials such as
copper, aluminum, and silicon will be more diÆcult to probe, however, because they have an
insulating oxide layer that must be penetrated. It is not obvious that platinum-coated tips
would be the best choice for such an endeavor. Microfabricated cantilevers with integrated
metal tips [48] or tip-coating materials based on Ti or W [49] may be alternatives. For potential
probing applications the choice of the tip is less critical because larger variations of contact
resistance can be tolerated [16,19,20].

At present, AFM is still too slow for accurate high-speed, electrical, critical dimension
(CD) measurements, but arrays of independent conductive probes may allow this restriction
to be overcome in the next few years. Routine measurements will allow full automation by
programmed sequences. By providing topographic and electric information simultaneously
with high accuracy, the conducting AFM will be a powerful diagnostic tool for the research
and development of high-resolution lithography and microelectronics.
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